Abstract : e-Navigation strategy IMO 
Introduction
e-Navigation strategy IMO promotes emphasizes the necessary of means for maximizing efficiency on the use and importance of information for marine transportation services and safe navigation on the entire routes. In the field of shipping mobile telecommunication necessity and demands of various marine spatial informations and high quality communication system are increasing nowadays.
However, those systems and the communication networks straggled and they have limited to transmit the various types of high-capacity marine spatial information technically (Jang, Jo, 2005) . In the field of land it has been studied about methodology which can improve economics and efficiency in the industry of geographical information through map generalization already. It is expected to need application to ENC(Electronic Navigational Chart) to simplify the marine spatial information.
Map line generalization
A continuing challenge for automating the cartographic process relates to using data from a digital cartographic database for representation at multiple map scales. The challenge involves feature simplification, and specifically the determination of feature details that must either be retained or omitted for appropriate graphic representation. A study criterion, such as distance between points or displacement from a centerline, and they can result in reduced plotting item due to the reduction in the number of x, y coordinate pairs; reduced storage space due to the reduction in data by up to 70% resulting in the decrease in the amount of storage space required (Kim, Lee, 1992) . In this study, Douglas-Peucker line simplification algorithm considered as effective algorithm is used to generalize ENC coastline. To perform this process the shortest distance between one point and the straight line formula is used. The process of calculating of that formula is that an equation is solved by using each end point first.
After measuring the x, y coordinates of each point on the line,
the distance between the coordinates of an intersection point and the point calculates.
Hyun-Joo Ko, Se-Woong Oh, Sang-Hyun Suh, Woo-Sung Shim, Chung Yoon After establishing the binary tree, each perpendicular distance should be compared to the specified actual index value. If index value is smaller than specified one, corresponding perpendicular distance value is removed. For example, if the index value is specified by 6.0 the index which perpendicular distance is more than 6.0 could be extracted. These extracted points only can be generalized points.
Fig. 5. Douglas-Peucker algorithm based on tree node
However, there is a possibility to have contradiction when simplification is conducted by Douglas-Peucker algorithm using tree structure. This contradiction have a effect to accuracy of the simplification. In the hierarchical tree structure with a set of linked nodes, index value is compared to saved node value to exclude the node which have a value that is the smaller than that index value.
However, If the below node value is bigger than above the hierarchical disturbance that have a strong influence on the accuracy comes out. That is why this structure can bring about the contradiction. One of the reason why this error occurs is that Douglas-Peucker algorithm is a full coverage processing which cannot reflect local line feature enough. Graham algorithm. In this study, Jarvis's March algorithm that is similar to package wrapping, but simpler than that in the angle calculation process is used.
Jarvis's March algorithm is very similar to package wrapping. This is perhaps the most simple-minded algorithm for the convex hull, and yet in some cases it can be very fast. The basic idea of this algorithm is that it starts at some extreme point, which is guaranteed to be on the hull. At each step, each of the points is tested, and the one which makes the largest right-hand turn is found. That point has to be the next one on the hull. Because this process marches around the hull in counter-clockwise order, like a ribbon wrapping itself around the points, this algorithm also called the "gift-wrapping" algorithm. Critical points are extracted from this convex hull, and these points are designed at minimum points of maintenance. After that, simplification is implemented through the hierarchical tree structure. Like this, because critical points are the minimum points of maintenance regardless of the level of simplification local line feature can be reflected when using Douglas-Peucker algorithm.
Accuracy can be also improved by reducing the disturbance that can be generated at basic tree structure. 
An Application of ENC
In this study ENC line feature simplification is mapped out by improved CALS method considering local line feature using tree structure generalization method based on Douglas-Peucker algorithm. In this study ENC coast line is generalized by CALS method. To implement CALS method convex hull algorithm is used. Through this process critical points are extracted and tree node is established. Using tree node structure Douglas-Peucker algorithm is applied to ENC coast line.
Conclusion
It is considered that the needs of network and information standard on maritime safety that is defined e-Navigation strategy to provide inland and onboard users Further, hierarchical data structure is used to foster efficiency of simplification process. Generalization accuracy is elevated by using CALS(Convex hull Applied Line Simplification) method rather than basic tree node to consider local line feature. As a result of that, ENC coast line data is simplified it is expected to be possible that data process between inland and onboard is improved more quickly and efficiently.
